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Chapter 1 : Star Wars: Clone Wars Adventures Vol. 1 TPB (Spanish edition) :: Profile :: Dark Horse Comics
Star Wars: Clone Wars Adventures Volume 10 is the tenth and final volume in the Clone Wars Adventures series. It was
released by Dark Horse Comics on December 19, According to Jeremy Barlow, it would be "the last one for a while, at
least until we decide how we're going to treat the new CGI animated series.".

The Clone Wars but consider yourself a fan of the Star Wars franchise, get on it now. The fact that the show,
which wrapped up in , merited a 10th anniversary Comic-Con panel underscores its importance to Star Wars
fans. Over the course of six seasons, it evolved from a computer animated kiddie tie-in -- serving as a bridge
between Attack of the Clones and Revenge of the Sith -- to a core part of the franchise, spawning successor
shows and fan favorite characters. If you need proof, look no further than the surprise cameo in Solo: Even
though Clone Wars kicked off a decade ago with a weak movie it holds a 35 rating on CNET sister site
Metacritic and got abruptly cancelled after five seasons, the series left an unmistakable mark on the franchise.
While the show largely focused on core characters like Anakin Skywalker Matt Lanter and Obi-Wan Kenobi
James Arnold Taylor , it often branched out to focus on random clone troopers or a myriad of other characters
caught up in the conflict. So how did The Clone Wars go from badly received movie to the greatest thing to
come from the prequel era? She was well designed and used a cool reverse grip for her lightsaber. But then
there were those cringeworthy nicknames: Ahsoka called Anakin "SkyGuy" and he called her "Snips. As the
seasons progressed, and we got more episodes focused on Ahsoka, she emerged as a serious fan favorite and
became the heart of the show -- ultimately making an epic return in Rebels. The Clone Wars trifecta: But she
evolved beyond that villainous henchwoman role in Season 3, when Dooku tried to kill her at the behest of his
own master, Darth Sidious. From this point, her adventures gradually revive her sense of compassion and
force her into some surprising alliances. Her slightly flirtatious exchanges with Obi-Wan Kenobi are always
fun too. Attack of the Clones. The clones might share the same DNA, but we meet plenty of distinct
personalities. Thankfully, the clone troopers, created from the genetic template of ill-fated bounty hunter
Jango Fett, more than met this criteria. Expertly voiced by Dee Bradley Baker, they each display distinct
personalities and individual quirks. The clones also form strong bonds with their Jedi generals, adding to the
drama when Order 66, which forces them to slaughter the Jedi via an implanted bio-chip, is given in Revenge
of the Sith. What a thrill to be part of such a groundbreaking series! Padme Amidala on a diplomatic mission
in the Season 3 episode Heroes on Both Sides a phrase seen in the opening crawl of Revenge of the Sith. Of
course, Saw goes on to become the slightly unhinged radical freedom fighter we see in Rogue One. Dengar
and Bossk are always on the hunt for profit. The Clone Wars addresses this group by bringing back some of
the Original Trilogy hunters like Bossk and Dengar and adding a few prequel faces such as Aurra Sing and
new ones including Cad Bane. Ahsoka, Anakin and Obi-Wan find themselves in an ethereal realm and
encounter three gods who can wield the Force in amazing ways The final arc of the sixth season sends us on
an epic journey with Yoda, where he sees a bleak vision of the future, learns how Qui-Gon Jinn voiced by
Liam Neeson became a Force ghost and encounters Darth Bane played by Mark Hamill! Darth Maul tries to
become a conquerer after his near-death experience. Lucasfilm Battle of the Sith The Clone Wars rocked the
boat when it revealed that Darth Maul survived being bisected by Obi-Wan in The Phantom Menace, but his
presence brings up the threat level considerably in Seasons 4 and 5 as he builds up a criminal empire. The
lightsaber battle in The Lawless is unforgettable. Lucasfilm He even takes on his brother Savage Opress
Clancy Brown , whose name looks sillier on paper than it sounds in the show, as his apprentice, and
essentially declares himself a rival Sith to his former master, Sidious. The character makes far more sense in a
CGI animated series and manages to help save the day on several occasions, despite his ineptitude. Lucasfilm
Legacy Countless fan voices suddenly cried out in terror and were suddenly silenced when The Clone Wars
was canceled after Season 5, but the untold stories managed to survive in one form or another. Their
unfinished forms even give us a nice sense of how episodes came together. Lucasfilm The follow-up show,
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Rebels, is set years later, in the era of the Galactic Empire, but it picks up on several dangling plot threads
from The Clone Wars and offers some incredible emotional payoff, especially with its Season 2 finale.
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Chapter 2 : Star Wars: Clone Wars (comics) - Wikipedia
Star Wars: Clone Wars Adventures is an ongoing series from Dark Horse comics that takes its inspiration from the
extremely successful Clone Wars cartoon. This inspiration is visible in both the short, action-packed nature of the stories
as well as in the art style itself.

Players can challenge each other in multi-player games to win Credits. Even though the game is based on the
Jedi temple, players can travel to different planets like Ryloth, Umbara, and Carlac when going to the hangar
bay. Players are also given a buddy list, to add and chat with friends, and an ignore list, to block all
communications and requests from that particular player. Additionally, Members can even create player guilds
squads to allow maximum interaction with friends and access to a private chat room. All players are given
options to play games, build on their own lots, participate in events, and much more. The environment of the
game is constantly changing, with weekly updates adding content to the game for players to experience for
themselves. However mini-games also offer challenges and goals for players. Non-members are given partial
access to a minority of the games, while paying Members are rewarded with total access and the full
experience to each mission. Most mini-games have their own trophies that come along with completing a
challenging feat in that certain mini-game. Another game is lightsaber duel. Blademaster Duelist and Sentinal
Players can engage in battles with droids, Umbarans, Death Watch troopers, and infamous characters like
Darth Maul on combat zones. Players can explore these worlds by foot or vehicle, and face dangerous
enemies. Typically, all AI enemies drop two Republic Credits that players can use to purchase a wide variety
of items, and leftover scrap items. There are also special attachments that allow pets to do new things, like a
boombox to make other players dance, or mounted guns to fire lasers when clicked on. Players can also unlock
more droids like C-3PO by entering special game codes on the Clone Wars Adventures website home page.
Other companions include adopted creatures such as a Jawa. There are several Creature Pets available such as
the Convor, a bird-like creature, with helmet attachments available for purchase. Other creatures include an
Anooba, Kowakian Monkey-Lizard, a brown rancor, and a red rancor, which can only be obtained when
receiving the pet in a special crate by purchasing a SC Code to open it. These power-ups provide boosts like
speed and extra-damage while on the battlefield or not. Battle Classes were introduced to players on the
update of September 28, Players are given four primary battle classes, Jedi, Trooper, Sith, and Mercenary to
rank up in and obtain exclusive rewards. The Trooper class is set as a default for all players and is free, while
sinister classes, Sith and Mercenary require a Station Cash purchase of SC to experience. Unlike the other
battle classes, Jedi is only accessible through a paid membership without any additional purchase. Experience
points are dropped by defeated enemies in combat zones and mini-games. Ranks gradually become more
difficult as the player progresses through that particular class. Along with ranking up, players are given a
while new set of titles corresponding to rank, and several pieces of wearable gear. Specialty Classes, alongside
battle classes, differ in several ways including the fact that they do not require combat zones to progress in.
Specialty classes are passive player classes used within certain mini-games and are ranked up via certain
activities. For example, the Scoundrel class incorporates Card Assault, a card based mini-game, with this
specialty class. Upon the completion of campaign missions, the player rises through the ranks and is rewarded
a special deck of cards. Economy and social[ edit ] Clone Wars Adventures used two forms of currency:
Standard "Republic Credits" and "Station Cash". Republic Credits allowed players to purchase items or
companions throughout the game. These were obtained through various activities ingame, whereas "Station
Cash" was a premium currency that could be obtained through microtransactions , allowing players to
purchase access to otherwise exclusive in-game items and challenges. It was free to download and play, but
free players will have restricted access to mini-games , equipment, furniture, and game areas. For a monthly
subscription fee, members have full access to game content, excluding any premium items that must be
purchased separately with station cash such as original costumes or exclusive actions and housing items.
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Members are given access to VIP areas, more Mini-Games, the ability to wield dual-lightsabers, member-only
items, the exclusive Jedi battle class, and a special deluxe house. Members are also allowed access to more
mini-games, furniture, and extra game content. All events current to date will be displayed in the Event
Calendar. The Event Calendar can be accessed via the "Play Games" button. Official SOE employees can be
observed many times hosting events in Clone Wars Adventures in which all players are welcome to attend.
Such events are referred to as "Emissary Events" in reference to its host, Emissary Event, the lead emissary
represented as a player but with a pink colored player name. Players have the chance to even obtain prizes
from participating in these events including DO-T, a blue protocol droid. Players are always welcome to
attend Emissary Events, as present in the Event Calendar. Upon reaching a high score, players are measured in
the top list according to the time they played and the score they received. All players within the top
leaderboards will receive a special bundle of prizes and Credits. All players are given their own personal
house in game. Free players are provided a Felucian Starter Lot, while members are given the larger and more
customizable Jedi Living Quarters in addition to the lot. Originally, players were given a free Padawan
Dormitory. Additional player houses can be purchased with Station Cash as well, like the Attack Cruiser
house that gives the player access to their own Republic battleship, and a Mustafar Lot which allows players
to customize their house on a volcano surrounded by rivers of lava. Each of these houses has its own set of
furniture appropriate for its environment such as Cruiser sets and Mustafar furniture. A huge selection of lots
are available at the In-Game Store for Station Cash, while others are only obtainable through specific activities
or mini-games, like the Tatooine lot. Players can customize their houses with furniture and other decorations.
Non-Members are allowed one set of housing items based on lower city furniture, while Jedi members are
given access to purchase over 30 different sets of furniture including regular furniture, turrets, and building
materials using game Credits or Station Cash. Players are still allowed access to these even when their
membership ends, but only if they still have them in their furniture storage. Station Cash furniture sets include
Gungan furniture, Mon Calamari aquatic furniture, and alien guests. Some items can even perform actions
when clicked upon like disco balls and turrets. Players can submit their houses for rating and even name their
own lots, but are not permitted to edit the house until it is removed from the housing directory. Clone Wars
offers Jedi Members to create player guilds squads as a way to chat with a large group of people, set up an
organization, or just to get to know other players. Special squads including ones that are created by Emissaries
or CWA Counselors are strictly off-limits to any player. Players can also create squads that focus only of
specific people groups like Clone Troopers, Jedi, Sith, Bounty Hunters, etc. A notice will be sent to the squad
create when their squad has been created so they may begin to recruit players. All squads have a limit of
members and are each given their own private chat that is only visible to squad members. Upon recruiting
players to the squad, the leader or leaders have the option to promote members. Only Jedi Members can be
promoted; Padawans cannot. The player is given the choice on how high to promote the member. They are
also given the ability to demote any member. Development[ edit ] Clone Wars Adventures was developed and
published by Sony Online Entertainment, the developers of well received massively multiplayer online role
playing video game , Free Realms. It was announced at E3 , and is based on the animated television series Star
Wars: During the pre-development stages of the game licensing was worked out with Lucasfilm in order for
SOE to attain rights for the game. In order to be more engaging to the series viewers, the designers spent
countless time creating the game to fit in well with the storyline. This led the designers to create games that
were inline with the show such as Lightsaber Dueling, and Starfighter. Also many of the levels brought up in
the mini-games extended many of the episodes, and even introduced brand-new storylines, to fit in with the
series. SOE even had two of their flash mini-games featured on Starwars. Lucasfilm themselves also helped
with the audio production, publishing, and the management of the game. In an effort to support online safety
for children, strict filters only allow pre-approved words to be shown in chat, restricting the ability of a player
to communicate personal information to others in game or to use bad language. Metacritic gave the game an
aggregate score of 65, based on 4 reviews. They further criticized it because "Too much content is locked
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away. This free-to-play browser based game is worth a look
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Chapter 3 : Star Wars - Clone Wars Adventures Vol. 1 - 10 () â€“ GetComics
Star Wars Legends Project # Background: Clone Wars Adventures, Volume 10 was released in December It consists of
four stories in the style of Cartoon Network's animated Clone Wars series: Graduation Day, Thunder Road, Chain of
Command, and Waiting.

These were probably changed depending on the popularity of the game to further encourage players to buy a
membership. On the days of events, such as Halloween or Life Day, exclusive levels for certain minigames
appeared as a bonus. A Jedi membership was not required to play these games. Events were usually displayed
in the news section of the website. Ratings Clone Wars Adventures was aimed towards a younger audience
and received mixed reviews. Both are present, however, only in mild amounts. The game also throws in
educational minigames such as Star Typer. The game received generally good reviews from the public, stating
that it was a good way to waste time and had many great minigames. People also stated the game was great for
followers of the Television series and that membership was cheap compared to most other massively online
multiplayer games. Many parents appreciate the fact that Star Wars the Clone Wars Adventures is mostly a
child-safe environment, having a parental controls system as well as the option to report profane players.
Levels in minigames start out very easy at first, making it easy for players to get used to the controls and rules
of the minigame. The game also received a few complaints including unresponsive movement and
compatibility. People claim that the game is too "heavy" acting very slowly on most computers, particularly
laptops. There is no lack of multiplayer games, being many different events in the Battle of Umbara. Some
also complain that some of the in-game station cash items are simply overpriced and not worth paying for. In
some images, a minigame titled DJ could be seen. This was probably a minigame that was available during the
beta testing and was cancelled during the official release. The game introduces many Clone Troopers that were
never officially part of the Star Wars storyline ex. Commander Cards or Captain Breaker. The Plo Koon item
set includes an orange lightsaber while in the show, Plo Koon wields a blue lightsaber. This was done to
increase the variety of lightsaber colors. The Plo Koon Holoprojector corrected the problem with a blue
lightsaber. In the minigame "Lightsaber Duel" Adi Gallia wields two green and blue lightsabers, while in the
show she only wields a blue lightsaber. The approval rating of the game has gone down widely in Players
have left the game, demanded for refunds, made hate videos, and spammed the "Help" bar on the homepage.
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Chapter 4 : Star Wars: Clone Wars Adventures Volume 1 | Wookieepedia | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Loved by Star Wars fans of all ages, Clone Wars Adventures returns with four more fantastic tales! Obi-Wan Kenobi and
Anakin Skywalker take a junked speeder on a deadly race through a canyon teeming with bounty hunters, a duty bound
clone trooper finds himself the sole defense against an army of droids, a free-spirited young Jedi is tasked with a
dangerous mission of greater significance than.

Star Wars Legends Project Background: Clone Wars Adventures, Volume 4 was released in October of The
first, third, and fourth were drawn by the Fillbach Brothers , who also wrote the first one. The Brink stars
Anakin Skywalker. Orders centers around a squad of clone commandos. Descent features Chewbacca and
various other Wookiees. All 4 stories are set around the end of the Clone Wars, 19 years before the Battle of
Yavin. The latter 2 deal specifically with Order 66 and its aftermath. In The Brink, Anakin responds to a
distress call and finds a lone Jedi fighting for survival against a bizarre and deadly alien threat. In Orders, a
commando squad rescues a boy whose family were collateral damage of a Republic bombing and give him a
vivid lesson in the value clones place on following orders. You can refer to my review of Star Wars: Clone
Wars Adventures, Vol. Orders was the best of the lot, and played havoc with my sympathies. The Brink makes
the least sense by a long shot. The enemy Anakin is fighting is weird and never really explained. And of all
the characters, I hate the way Anakin is drawn the most. The other two are just variations on the same theme,
but in different genres: Our heroes emerge triumphant from a battle with enemy forces. Except the droid story
is a slapstick comedy and the Wookiee story is an action thriller. Or they would be if they had more of an
actual plot.
Chapter 5 : Star Wars: The Clone Wars (TV Series â€“) - IMDb
The Story. Inspired by the Cartoon Network's Clone Wars cartoons, this series uses the television show as a jumping-off
point to tell new stories of heroism and villainy in the same stripped-down visual style.

Chapter 6 : Star Wars: Clone Wars Adventures, Vol. 10 by Chris Avellone
Background: Clone Wars Adventures, Volume 4 was released in October of It contains four stories in the style of
Cartoon Network's animated Clone Wars series: Another Fine Mess, The Brink, Orders, and Descent.

Chapter 7 : Star Wars: Clone Wars Adventures - GameSpot
Star Wars: Clone Wars Adventures Volume 1 is the first volume in the Clone Wars Adventures series. Inspired by the
Cartoon Network's Clone Wars cartoons, this new series uses the television show as a jumping-off point to tell new
stories of heroism and villainy in the same stripped-down visual.

Chapter 8 : Comic-Con New Trailer For Star Wars The Clone Wars Season 7 Brings Back Ahsoka - GameS
out of 5 stars - Clone Wars Adventures, Vol. 1 (Star Wars) by Blackman, Haden. Star Wars Clone Wars Vol 1 The
Defense Of Kamino Dark Horse TPB 1st Ed

Chapter 9 : Star Wars: Clone Wars Adventures Volume 10 :: Profile :: Dark Horse Comics
Find great deals on eBay for star wars clone wars volume 1. Shop with confidence.
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